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BLANCPAIN
BLANCPAIN - Saint-Valentin 2010
For the first time in its history, Blancpain has created a special-shaped watch*. The Manufacture
in Le Brassus is presenting an authentic jeweller creation set with over 500 diamonds and pink
sapphires, and housing the world’s smallest self-winding movement, Calibre 615. This
extraordinary timepiece is to be issued in a symbolically limited edition of 14 to celebrate
Valentine’s Day 2010.
For the first time in its history, Blancpain has created a special-shaped watch. The Manufacture in Le Brassus is presenting an authentic
jeweller creation set with over 500 diamonds and pink sapphires, and housing the world’s smallest self-winding movement, Calibre 615. This
extraordinary timepiece is to be issued in a symbolically limited edition of 14 to celebrate Valentine’s Day 2010.
This exceptional creation is an anthem to Love and to Femininity, starting with the white and pink mother-of-pearl dial forming a heart and
framed by a bezel set with over 500 diamonds and pink sapphires. A heart-cut diamond also appears at 12 o’clock, while the pin buckle is set
with a pearshaped pink sapphire.
The exquisite beauty of this exceptional two-hand watch also lies in the slenderness of its movement. Blancpain is proudly reintroducing the
famous “Lady Bird” Calibre 615, still regardedas the world’s smallest self-winding movement and which can be admired through the sapphire
crystal case-back.
This shaped watch is delivered with two genuine satin straps – one black and the other white. It comes in an extremely elegant presentation
box featuring a design reflecting the pure lines of this dainty Valentine’s Day model crafted in a strictly limited edition of 14.
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“Saint-Valentin 2010”, pink and white mother-of-pearl dial set with 9 round diamonds and a heart-shaped diamond, pin buckle set with a
pear-shaped sapphire, self-winding
Caliber
Thickness : 3,90 mm
Diameter : 15,70 mm
Power-reserve in hours : 40
Jewels : 29
Components : 180
Limited edition of : 14
Case
White gold, bezel set with 404 diamonds and 66 pink sapphires, crown set with a cabochon-cut pink sapphire
Thickness : 8,00 mm
Diameter : 48 x 33 mm
Water-resistance : 3 atm/bar*
Sapphire crystal back : Yes
Interhorn space : * The water-resistance value expressed in metres corresponds to overpressure expressed in bars or atm. 1 bar or atm corresponds to a
10-metre water column.
Carat weight
Diamonds : ~1,69
Pink sapphires : ~0,38
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